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Abstract
Multicast establishes a group communication, where one sender can transmit the same message to multiple receivers. Multicasting
makes this transmission efficient by making the client to send just one copy. But secure transmission in the multicast environment
is a major issue it should maintain the authentication, non-repudiation and integrity of messages. For this we have created a
multicast environment which ensures all these properties by applying digital signature for authentication by signing the messages
by private key of sender and using more secure hash algorithm SHA-192 for improving integrity of messages.
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1. Introduction
Multicast is an efficient technique to transfer multimedia
contents like video, real time quotes from a sender to number
of receivers. Multicast provides efficient transport mechanism
to communicate between one-to-many and many-to-many
communications [4]. In the network, multicast is the transfer of
a message or information to destination computers
concurrently in a single transmission from the source.
Basically applications of multicast are video conferences, live
video broadcast, video on demand, interactive games etc. In
multicasting authentication is also a major security issue
which should be kept in mind. By using authentication in
multicast the receiver will be able to authenticate the sender of
the message. Authentication in multicasting will also have the
following properties:1. Data integrity: In this, receiver should be able to
determine whether the receive content is modified or not
during transmission.

2.

3.

Data origin authentication: In this each receiver should
be capable to declare that each received packet arrives
from the actual sender. In secure multicast group
members must be able to verify that the data received is
indeed sent by an authorized sender.
Non-repudiation: In this the sender of a packet should
not be capable to reject sending the packet to receivers in
case there is a disagreement among the sender and
receivers.

All the three services can be supported by an asymmetric key
technique called Digital Signature. The sender generates a
signature for each packet with its private key, which is called
signing, and each receiver checks the validity of the signature
with the sender’s public key, which is called verifying. If the
verification succeeds, the receiver knows the packet is
authentic.

Fig 1: Example of Multicasting

In fig.1, it shows that sender sends just one copy to the router,
and then the router creates multiple copies and sends them to
connected clients.
2 Implementation
Our system ensures the authentication, integrity and non-

repudiation principle of security. For authentication purpose
we used harn’s DSA, where sender signs the message with its
private key and the receiver can verify this using the public
key of sender. In harn’s DSA p and q are large prime numbers
and y is the public key, known by the clients. X is the secret
key of sender. To provide more security and integrity to the
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packets we have used a modified SHA-192 algorithm results
the hash of 192 bits. Because SHA-192 is time efficient when
it compared with SHA256 and more secure than SHA160 in
terms of bit difference [1].
The multicast environment can be explained into below steps
of implementation:
2.1 Sender creates the socket, and waits for router to
connect.
2.2 As soon as the router is activated it connects to the
sender on the same socket and start waiting for clients
too. This establishes the connection between sender and
router.
2.3 Sender sends the message to router as:
2.3.1 Sender divides the message into packets.
2.3.2 To maintain the integrity of messages it calculates the
hash of each packet. We calculated the hash by using
SHA-192 because it is more secure than SHA-1 and
takes less time to generate the hash than SHA-256[1].
h(m)=SHA-192(m)
2.3.3 For non-repudiation server sign the each packet by its
own private key using digital signature algorithm and
sends r, s and hash for verification at client side. Sender
signs each packet individually.

r  ( g k mod p) mod q
s  ((r * k )  (h(m) * x)) mod q
Where k is a new random integer for each packet.
2.3.4 Sender attaches these r and s with the message and sends
to the router
2.4 Router receives the packets and buffers them forward.
When client connects it forward the packets to the client.

2.5 The client:
2.5.1 Receives the packets.
2.5.2 Calculate the hash of received message.
h(m)=SHA-192(m’)
2.5.3 Verifies each packets, discard if nor verified; accept
otherwise.

w  r ' 1 mod q
u1  (h(m' ) * w) mod q
u 2  ( s '*w) mod q
r '  ( g u 2 y u1 mod p ) mod q
3 Result and analysis
In our research work we have applied SHA-192 in multicast to
obtain more data integrity on the messages which is to be
multicast over the network. For multicasting there is one
sender, a router and clients. We have implemented this in java
by the help of socket programming and multithreading. The
results are describes in following figure:
Step 1: Server waits for router to connect, when it gets
connection with router, it asks for the message to enter, that
the sender has to multicast.
Step 2: Router connects to the server.
Step 3: After connecting to the router the server sends the
digitally sign message. Fig. 2 shows the packetizing of the
message and sending the packets after computing the r, s and
hash of message using digital signature algorithm over each
packet.

Fig 2: Sender connects to router and sends messages in form of packets to router after applying Digital signature algorithm to each packet and
calculated the hash of each packet then sends hash, r and s.

Step 4: After sending the messages router receive the each
packet and sends the various clients. Fig. 3 shows the number

of packets gets from sender and no of clients which are
connected.
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Fig 3: Router accepted packets and sends to connected clients

Step 5: Router sends the packets to the connected clients.
Here there are 3 clients connected to router and they
individually apply signature verification on each packet by
comparing hash of actual message and received message. In

fig. 4, 5 and 6 they shows the three clients are connected and
gets the signed messages and accepts the packets after
applying verification algorithm.

Fig 4: Client1 is connected and apply digital signature verification to each coming packet.

Fig 5: Client2 is connected and apply digital signature verification to each coming packet
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Fig 6: Client3 is connected and apply digital signature verification to each coming packet
4 Conclusion
In this paper, we have applied authentication, data integrity and nonrepudiation to the packets which are multicast over the network so
that there will be secure communication and no third party will be
able to modify the messages during transmission. In our future work
we will apply batch verification over the packets instead of applying
individual verification on individual packets.
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